
FABRIC DETAIL SHEET 
CHAPTER 58 – SPECIAL WOVEN FABRIC 

If this is woven pile, chenille, woven of metal thread or metalized yarn, gauze, tulle, net, 
lace, embroidery, embellished, or quilted, use Chapter 58 Detail Sheet 

Exact width of fabric (in cm): ___________ 

Detailed description of fabric: __________________________________________ 
List percentage by weight of all components: 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Weight (in grams per square meter): _______________ 
If woven pile or chenille (select one): 
Uncut weft pile ______ Cut corduroy (greater than 7.5 wales per cm) ______ 
Cut corduroy (7.5 wales per cm or less) ______ Other weft pile ______  
Uncut warp pile ______ Cut warp pile ______ Chenille on one side ______  
Chenille on both sides ______ 

If chenille, list the fiber content of the chenille yarns: ___________________________ 

If terry or tufted (select one): 
Terry towling ______ Other woven terry fabric ______ Tufted ______ 

If gauze (select one): 
Tapestry ______ Upholstery ______ Other ______ 

If tulle, net (not woven, knitted or crocheted), or lace (select one): 
Tulle ______ Other net ______ Mechanically made lace ______ Handmade lace ______ 

If labels, badges, or similar articles (select one): 
Labels ______ Other ______  

If braid, ornamental trim (not knitted or crocheted), tassels, pompons or similar articles (select one): 
Braids suitable for use on headwear ______ Other ______  

If embroidery (select one): 
With visible ground ______ Without visible ground ______ Badges ______ 
Emblems ______ Motifs ______ Labels ______ Other ______  

Quilted?  YES_____ or NO______ 

Assembled by means of an adhesive?  YES_____ or NO______ 

Updated 04/03/15 Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. 

Invoice: ________________ PO: _____________ Item: ________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Hobby Lobby Help
Gauze: A fabric with a warp composed wholly or in part of standing or ground threads and crossing or doup threads which cross the standing or ground threads making a half turn, a complete turn or more to form loops through which weft threads pass.

Hobby Lobby Help
Tulle: Consist of warp threads with the weft threads which twist round each warp thread and run diagonally from selvage to selvage, half the weft being inclined in one direction and the other half inclined the other direction.Net: Fabrics, not knitted or crocheted, having three series of threads: parallel warp threads, mesh threads and binding threads.  Each mesh thread runs alternately alongside different warps forming square meshes as it passes from one to the other.  The binding threads hold the fabric together by binding the mesh threads to the warp threads in certain places.Lace:  Ornamental or decorative openwork fabric (not knitted or crocheted) in which design elements formed by the intertwisting of threads are joined either by meshes, usually of regular size and shape, forming an apparent openwork ground fabric or by ornamental links.

Hobby Lobby Help
Labels: Used for marking wearing apparel, used by individuals to identify their personal belongings, can be knitted or woven but not embroidered.Badges: Can be knitted or woven or embroidered, normally sewn to the outer part of wearing apparel.

Hobby Lobby Help
Embroidery: Producing an ornamental effect on a ground of textile material using textile threads. Includes sewn applique work of sequins, beads or ornamental motifs of textiles or other materials. The ground fabric usually forms part of the completed embroidery, but can be removed in certain cases chemically or by cutting.Embroidery with Visible Ground: Embroidery in which the embroidering thread does not usually cover the whole of the ground fabricEmbroidery without Visible Ground: Embroidery in which the ground fabric has been eliminated (e.g., by chemical process, by cutting out). Thus the material consists entirely of the embroidered designs, not containing a backgroundMotifs: Individual pieces of embroidered design serving no other function than to be incorporated or appliquéd as elements of embroidery in apparel
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